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Swiss asset manager BK Wealth Management is looking to hire
two managers in the direct lending space before the end of the
year, HFMWeek has learned.

The Zurich-based firm has decided to focus on the space, as
part of an ongoing move to boost its hedge fund exposure,
telling HFMWeek earlier this year that it aimed to boost its
exposure to 40%.

BK Wealth will allocate up to €5m ($6.25m) per manager, and
is comfortable investing in smaller size firms with consistent
track records.

In June, hedge funds in commodities, trade finance, European
long/short equities and convertible bonds took up 25% of BK
Wealth’s investment portfolio.

BK Wealth will consider managers that have produced an
annualised return of at least 8%, that have not had a negative
year and have achieved positive monthly returns for 95% of the
fund’s lifetime.
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In addition, managers must be able to offer a Euro-
denominated share class, quarterly liquidity and should ideally
have launched prior to 2008, with BK Wealth placing particular
emphasis on a fund’s performance between 2008 and 2011.

“Steady monthly performance is key,” CIO and partner Reto
Stiffler told HFMWeek.

BK Wealth, which manages assets on behalf of HNWIs, family
offices and institutional clients, already has exposure to one
direct lending-focused fund, Prestige Alternative Investment.

The wealth manager was established in 2009 and also has
offices in Prague and Dubai.

Hedge funds have become increasingly active in the direct
lending space, pursuing an opportunity set created by the
retreat of traditional banks in that area. To read a recent
HFMWeek analysis of the topic, click here. 
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